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Hello everyone and welcome to a new service and topic of spiritual mentoring. My name is
Princess Claire. I have been doing this for a long period of time since the year of 2007. It
includes clairvoyance and mediumship. What is it? It is mentoring and guidance about your
current life situation of love,profession or career,money and health,family and friendships with
the presence of other spirits.

  

This spiritual mentoring is very useful for you and your family. It will guide you on a right path
and it will help you down the road. I had helped people before with spiritual mentoring and they
were guided on a right path and they have succeeded in what they were aiming for.

  

The spiritual mentoring services are held here with me in the Pokrov chatroom. My schedule is
as follows:

  

Monday,Tuesday and Wednesday

  

10AM-9PM eastern time

  

Thursday,Friday, and Saturday

  

12AM-6PM eastern time

  

My fees are as follows
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spiritual mentoring services in chatroom:$500.00 per hour

  

spiritual mentoring services by email:$250.00 per email a week

  

spiritual mentoring services in person:$500.00 per hour

  

In order for you to schedule spiritual mentoring services, you must make a payment by paypal
on this email adress

  

          This e-mail address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to
view it      

  

Also in email provide me your first name and last name ,when would you like to schedule an
appoitment and how

  

and I will reply to you after I get the payment and your information

  

If you would like to get spiritual mentoring services by chat, you will get a code to enter the
private chatroom,

  

If you would like to get spiritual mentoring services by email,we will first meet in the chatroom
and I will provide you with the code in the email and then once we are in the chatroom, then I
will give you my other private email adress, where you can ask me questions about what you
would like to be guided on or situation

  

If you would like to schedule with me an appoitment in person, then you must make a payment
by email and then state in email when and where exactly would you like to meet and we will
meet there.
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This is where I would like to end this blog right now.

  

So the best of wishes  for you from me and the Pokrov movement.

  

I will see you then.
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